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Let S=(a1 , a2 , ..., a2n&1) be a sequence of 2n&1 elements in an Abelian
group G of order n (written additively). For a # G, let r(S, a) be the number
of subsequences of length exactly n whose sum is a. Erdo s et al. [1] proved
that r(S, 0)1. In [2], Mann proved that if n (=p) is a prime, then
r(S, a)1 for all a # G, provided no element is repeated more than p times
in the sequence S. In this paper we prove the following generalization of
Mann's theorem.
Theorem 1. Let S=(a1 , a2 , ..., a2p&1) be a sequence of 2p&1 elements
in a group of order p, p a prime. Then (i) r(S, a)p for all 0{a # G,
provided no element occurs more than p times in the sequence S, and (ii)
r(S, 0)p+1 unless only two elements x and y occur in S, x occurs p times,
y occurs p&1 times.
We shall obtain Theorem 1 as an easy consequence of
Theorem 2. Let S=(a1 , a2 , ..., a2p&1) be a sequence of 2p&1 elements
in a group G of order p, p a prime. Then
r(S, a)#{0(mod p), if a{0,1(mod p), if a=0.
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) By Theorem 2 and Mann's theorem we have
r(S, a)p for all 0{a # G.
(ii) If r(S, 0)<p+1, then by Theorem 2 we have
r(S, 0)=1 (1)
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so we may assume without loss of generality that
:
2p&1
i=p
ai=0 (2)
Let i1 , ..., ip&1 be an arbitrary arrangement of 1, ..., p&1, put
bk=aik&ap+k , then (1) and (2) imply that there is no nonempty
subset I of [1, ..., p&1] such that k # I bk=0, so by a theorem of
Eggleton and Erdo s (see [3, Theorem 2]) we have b1=b2= } } } =
bp&1. Thus ai1&ap+1=ai2&ap+2= } } } =aip&1&a2p&1 holds for
arbitrary arrangements i1 , i2 , ..., ip&1 of 1, 2, ..., p&1. Therefore
a1=a2= } } } =ap&1{ap+1= } } } =a2p&1 . By this and (2), we obtain
a1=a2= } } } =ap&1{ap=ap+1= } } } =a2p&1. This is a contradiction and
proves (ii).
Proof of Theorem 2. Obviously, for every positive integer m the follow-
ing equality holds
:
p&1
a=0
amr(S, a)= :
1i1< } } } <ip2p&1
(ai1+ } } } +aip)
m. (3)
By the multinomial theorem, the left side of (3) can be written in the form
:
1i1< } } } <ip2p&1
(ai1+ } } } +aip)
m
= :
#1+ } } } +#k=m
\2p&1&kp&k +
m !
#1! } } } #k !
a#1i1 } } } a
#k
ik . (4)
Since
\2p&1&kp&k +#
(2p&1&k) } } } p
( p&k)!
#0(mod p)
holds for all k in 1kp&1, then by (3) and (4) we have
:
0{a # G
amr(S, a)=0 (5)
where m=1, 2, ..., p&1.
Notice that
}
1
1
1
2
22
2 p&1
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
p&1
( p&1)2
( p&1) p&1 }{0 (in Zp)
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so we have r(S, a)#0(mod p) for all 0{a # G. Therefore
r(S, 0)=\2p&1p +& :0{a # G r(S, a)
#\2p&1p + (mod p)
#1(mod p).
This completes the proof.
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